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(U) The Maya Astronomical Conrputer

Charles H. Lacombe an
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The ftrllon'ing artit:le rt'a.s fir'st published inthe lVirrter tg77 issue of NSA Tec:lrnical Jounral, \iol. XXII, No. f.

(fr1 ?nhrs paper presents euidence of a ufsua/
astrononlncal contplter which wolrld haue enabled
Maya astrononter-priesfs to accomplish contplex
astronontical calculations simp Iy and qccurately.
Their obsert)afrons were recorded in hieroglyphic
books, irt uhich tlrcy deueloped tables for predic-
tion. Three struiuing books-the Dresden., Paris,
and Madrid codices-contain such tables, utith the
explanations and spe cifi.c applications.

(Li) lmtr<tducfion

(U) From circa 3oo A.D. to 9oo A.D., the
Mayan civilization flotrrished in Guatemala, El
Salvador, and the Ytrcatan Peninsula of Mexico,
prodtrcing marvels of architecttrre and indubitabl,v"
one of the world's mostlttrzzling systems of writing.
ln spite of extensive efforts by scholars of many
countries, no one has yet solved the riddle of the
Maya Hierogl.yphics. Their decipherment is a mot'e
cliffictrlt task than soh'ing the Egyptian, Hittite,
Babylonian, Cretan, and other ancient scripts, for'

a lot more is involved than merely equating signs
with sounds. We can hope for a Rosetta Stone or
a Behisttrn inscription in three languag€s, one of
which can be read, such as Spanish. But until one
appears, \rye mtut be satisfied rvith the scant mate-
rials available.

(U) This enigmatic writing system is so differ-
ent from any other in human history that it will
e.ertainly reqtrire crflrtanalytic techniqtres to make
plain text out of the Maya mdlange of dotrble-dtrty
ideographs, rebuses, and phonograms. Not only
is a knowledge of the Maya religion a necessary
pl'erequisite to ultimate solution of the writing,
but also an appreciation of the Maya mentality and
concept of the cyclical nature of all things in heaven
and earth.

(U) The circle is basic to their religion and phi-
losophy of life. lt is basic to their calendars, ?lma-
nacs, and tables of prediction of celestial events.
The-v viewed the universe and all within it as an

trnending and expanding circle of time and space.

This is a concept trnique to the ancient Maya-at
least it was unique to the Maya until Einstein came
along. They even conceived of the directions as

circular, counting from the east quadrant cottn -
terclockwise around the circle. We know this from
their incantations and the positioning of the direc-
tional glyphs in the Maya codices.

(U) Even the glyphs are written within a circle,
in a caftouche, with prefixes, postfixes, super'fixes,
strbfixes, and infixes added to the circle as reqttit'ed
by the text. In the three suwiving codices, in
murals, and on pott€ry, the circle is trsed to enclose
the characters, and the affixes cltrster arollnd it. ln
the stone inscriptions, the block form is substituted
for the circle, but the principle is still the same.

(U) The Maya astronomer-priests, in their
obsession with time, showed an uncanny' abiliS'to
play their calendars against one another to achieve
extraordinary accuracy through a system of muttral
correction and to arrive at common "resting places"

when two or mol'e celestial events would coincide.
This repoft will present evidence of a vistral astro -

nomical comptrter which wotrld have enabled the
Maya to accomplish these complex calculations
simply and accuratehr.

(U) For centuries the priests watcheC the hear'-

enly bodies parade across the sky in perfect, pre -

dictable order, exactly on cue. All was recot'ded in
their hierogllphic books, in which they developed
tables for prediction. Three of these books which
have strlived-the Dresdeil, Paris, and Madrid
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codices-contain strch tables, with explanations
and specific applications. Tables that can be read
incltrde the lo4-year Venus cyele and an 11 ,960-
day cycle of solar eclipses in the Dresden Codex.
Mtrch of the explanatory text is not understood;
however, its connection with weather and the agri-
culttrral cycle is indicated by illustrations which
depict rain, etrtting, burning, plantiog, and associ-
ated malevolent and benevolent deities.

(U) One table, on pages rz-r8 of the Madrid
Codex, has been under sttrdy by the hieroglfph -
ics section of the Institute of Maya Studies. In the
course of this sttrdy, one of the members of the
group, the architect developed an

analytic technique t rtling discov-
eries that not only reveal the strbject matter and
significance of the pages trnder study btrt also pro-
vide researchers with a new Maya key to decipher-
ing almanacs in all three codices. The introdtrctory
page (page L2) of Madrid Codex rz-r8 shows the
long-nosed rain god Chac suspended over a snake
whose body emerges from a band of gllphs fol the
planets Mercrlry, Mars, Venus, and.lupiter. The six
pages which follow, pltrs a missing one, comprise
the ritual calendar of z6o days, called a Tsolkin in
Ma.yan. It is laid out in four lines of 65 dtrys each,
in seqtrential order. Explanatory panels continue
across the top sections.

(U) [n sum, thefltechnique is the applica-
tion of graphics to interpretation of the table, and
to reconstnrction of the missing page and serpent.

-fotrnd 

that coltrmns of hieroglyphics for
days, appearing in the top explanatory sections,
formed repetitive geometric patterns when applied
to the days in the table. On these patterns, the table
presents the days on which principal events in the
synodical revoltrtion of Venus occrlr. These days
are plotted along diagonal lines in recurring pat -
terns with an inten'al of SB+ betrveen each. This
is the ntrmber of days in a synodical revoltrtion of
VenLls, according to the N{aya. The Solar calendar,
eqtrinoxes and solstices, solar eclipses, and days
on which two or more celestial events can coin -
cide can also be read from the table. The serpents

b) (1)
b) (3)-P.L. B6-36

depicted are believed to proride critical inptrt into
the computer, among other ftinctions. Spacing of
the serpents can be related to the synodical cycles

of Mercrlry, Mars, and Jtrpiter, as described below.

(U) Such a phenomenal device can only be

described as an astronomical computer, almost
tunbelievable in itS perfection and simplicity,
instantly performing the incredible combination
of mathematical ftrnctions required to pt'ogl'am

and retrieve the astronomical data. While much
remains to be done to relate the table to the Maya
agricultural cycle, religious beliefs. weather, gods,

and hierogllphs as yet undeciphered, the discovery
of the computing deviee and the graphic techniqtre
itself are deemed important enotrgh to jtrstiry'- an

interim report.*

(Lt) The Lctngura{le o.l'the ()ontputeil'

(U) The language of the table is the Tsolkin, the
z6o-day r:ittral ealendar. It consists of zo days, each

with a numerical coefficient of r-r3. The ntrmbers
are attached to the day names as follows on the
next page.

. ..::..'

(U) Ttre numbering system continues until 20
rotrnds of 1-$ are completed (rg x 20 = z60 days).
Madrid rz-r8 consists of four lines of days, 65 to a
line, adding up to z6o (6S x 4 = z6o). Acttrally, the
Tsolkin as shown is incomplete. There are only 5z
days on each of the four lines. Thirteen more days

on each line are reqtrired to maintain the sequence

of days throughout. Obliteration accounts for five
days each line on page 18, and it is a reasonable
assumption that a contintring page rvith eight days

more is missing, nrhatever the reason: sct'ibal

error, poor planning, or ritual killing.

(U) Note that the days in the chart appear with-
out the required numerical coefficients. The reason
for this has emerged. The table can be read both
horizontally and vertically, and the omission of
coefficients permits this flexibility.

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. 86-36
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((,r) Fig. rA Section of the "IlIoya A.stl'o nonticsl Cortrpttter"'
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(U) Numbering veftically as well as horizontally
prodtrces readotrts for different calendars.

(U) The horizontal system, used for the Venus
ealendar, consists of five groups of 1-13, numbered
across the table, left to right. The vertical system,
trsed for the Solar Calendar, consists of four groups
of r-r3, ntrmbered down the 65 cohlmns of the
completed table.

(Li) TIw hlechilnisllr qf'tlrc Ootrrptuter

(U) Ntrmbering each of the z6o days in the
total layout, in horizontal succession 1-13, results
in five groupings of 13 columns. The number at the
top of each coltrmn applies to all four days in each
coltrmn.

(U) This is the computer"s moving mechanism,
which operates somewhat like a typewriter. As the
carriage reaches the last position of each row, it
leturns to the first position on the row below until
it has completed fotrr hotizontal "journeys." Fout'

such vertical shifts return the roller to its original
position (1 Imix to r Imix or 2 Ik to z Ik, etc.).
The ntrmber z6o is registered, the Tsolkin repeats
itself withotrt end. In effect, o trnit shift downward
represents an intewal of 65, and a trnit shift hori -

zontally and inten'al of one.. We can now proceed

to pinpoint a partictrlar time interval on the face of
the computer. To arrive at points spaced 584 days

apart on a diagonal, the computer shifts 65 spaces

to the right nine times, and one space to the left (6S

x9=5BS-t=584).

(U) Fig. tR Prototype Group

itbrl

Lrnrl

cblli Cld I llmrl

Crblr I Enmb I Cgrc lfhr

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L

1 Imix (rst duy) 7 Manik 13 Ben 6 Catrac

2 IK 8 Lamat 1 lx 7 Ahatr (zoth duy)

3 Akbal 9 Mtrltrc 2 Men I lmix (rst duy)

1 Kan 10 Oc 3 cib 9 tk
-5 Chicchan 11 Chtren I Caban 1() Akbal

6 Cimi L2 Eb F
D Etznab 11 Kan (etc.)
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(Lr) Fig. z Plottittg

(U) To calctrlate 584 days from Ahau, the all-
important day on which the Ventrs calendar ends
and begins again, for example, the computer pro -
grams itself as follows:

1. From r Ahau, shift light 65 spaces, B times
llack to r Ahatr.

2, From r Nratr, ,shift right 6S 'spaces, r tinre to
r Chicchan (t Chicchan is in the ,sAnre col-
umn a.s is Ahatr. btrt on the next line below.)

3. From t Chicchan shift left l space, to 13

Itun(SBS-1-SB+.)

(U) 13 Kan is the day on which Venus appears
as a morning star in the first revolution, in the cycle
of 6S revolutions. The progression of Venus revoltr-
tions continues down the diagonal, right to left, as

the program repeats as shown in figure 2.

(U) In this manner, the computer mechanism
operates to provide an instantaneous readotrt of
particular revolutions of Ventrs in strccession t-65.
And, in a demonstration of symmetry beautiful
to behold, the comptter has arranged the days
involved so that the numerical coefficients are also
in perfect succession, 1-13.

ilrfertrcrl.s of S&'t clcy.s

(U) Identification of each day on the diagonal is
made by a check of the Venus calendar, reproduced
in this report. For example:

r Ahau - Mot'ning star, 6Sth l'ev.

13 Kan = Morning star, 1st rev.

rz Lamat = Morning star, 2nd rev.

rr Eb = Morning star, 3rd rev.

(I:7 Pattern Pru{lr"nntnrnng

(U) There is a column of fir'e days in each of the
top explanatory sections of Madrid pages 14-tB. On
page.s 14-L7, the days al'e identical: Ahau, Eb, Kan,
Cib, and lamat. On page rB the days are Oc, Ik, Ix,
Cimi, and Etznab. Programming for the comptttet'
is accomplished by applyrng the patterns of these
days to the table. That is, the days were connected
by a continuous line in the sequence on the table.
For example, Ahau, the first day in the colttmn
Ahau-Eb-Kan-Cib-Lamat, appears for the first time
in the table, page 13, as the fifth day on the bot -
tom or fourth line. Eb appears as the seventh day,
second line. Kan follows as the ninth dty, page L4,

Page r39
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fotrrth line. Cib is the rrth duy, second line, and
Lamat is the r3th duy,, fotrrth line.

(U) This is the basic Ahau-Eb-Kan-Cib-Lamat
pattern (Fig. 3), and it continues as an trnending
succession of Ms across the entire layout. A similar
pattern involving the third and first lines can be
made by beginning with Ahau, second duy, third
line (page L4), and contintring to Eb, fotrrth duy,
first line, and so on across the table, and connecting
atthe beginning of the table. The entire intercon-
nection of the two patterns restrlts in the Ven us

calendar, with every day in proper sequence.

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

(U) In a frrrther refinement, the two Ahatr-Eb-
Kan-Cib-lammat patterns can be consolidated into
connected diagonals, as shown below in Fig. 4.

The Oc-Ik-Ix-Cimi-Etznab pattern (Fig S) can

be applied to the layotrt in the same manner. Oc is

the fifth d.y, second line (page 1g). Ik is the sev -

enth duy, fotrrth line. lx is the ninth duy, second
line (page 14). Cimi is the llth duy, fotuth line, and
Etznab is the r3th duy, second line. The pattern is

W-shaped, and a connecting pattern can be made,
as shown for the Ahatr-Eb-Kan-Cib-Lamat pattern.

B6-36
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Date Event Rev. Date Event Rev..

1 cib NIS 39th 3 Etznab ES 39th
2 Eb MS 38th 4 Ix ES 38th

3 Lamat MS 3nh 5 Oc ES 3nh
4 Kan MS 36th 6 Cimi ES 36th

5 Aharr MS 35th 7 IK ES 35th
6 cib MS 34th B Etznab ES} 34th

7 Eb MS 33rd 9 Ix ES 33rcl
B Lamat MS 3znd 10 Oc ES 3znd

9 Kan MS 3rst 11 Cimi ES 3rst
10 Ahau MS 3oth L2 IK ES 3oth

DoCID: 3ts8233?

(U) The conjunctions of Venus also lie along
the Ahatr-Eb-Kan-Cib-Lamat diagonals in a curi -
ous but fascinating economy in programming. The
day stays the same. All that changes is the number
of the revoltrtion. Checking with the Venus ealen-
dar. we ean see that r Cib, which is a Morning Star
in the 39th revolution, is also Inferior Conjunction
in the 3rst revolution, and Strperior Conjunction in
the r6th revolution. ldentifyrng which of the three
possibilities is meant in any partictrlar case is the
subject of further study.

(U) At this stage of research, the Oc-Ik- Ix-
Cimi-Etznab diagonals produce only appearances
of the Evening Star. Yet to be tested are elonga -
tions, stationary periods, and times of greatest
brilliance.

(U) It is now possible, even at this early stage

of research, to decode any sequences of the ten
Ventrs days-Ahatr, Eb, Kan, Cib, Lamat, and Oc,
Ik, Ix, Cimi, Etznab-that are found elsewhere
in the Madrid, Paris, Dresden codices, no mat
ter what coefficients 1-13 are involved. There are
many occrlrrences of these days in all three codi-
ces, and knowledge of the astronomy involved will
aid decipherment of the textual portions of the
pages concerned.

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

(L:; TIrc Resu r'"ectecl Serpent

(U) J. Eric S. Thompson, among other authori-
ties, has expressed the belief that the Tsolkin in
qtrestion was meant to be completed, and that a
page is missing. Yet, no in-depth examination of
this condition seems to have been attempted. It
cries out for completion by its trncharacteristic
diss-v*mmetry and terminal vagueness. The five
serpents that are strperimposed on the table with
their directional facing and exact positioning, call
trp the vision, 1,5oo years later, of an enigmatic
priest setting the cltres of a mystery for trs to solve.

Our clues are to be found in the introdtrctory plan-
etary band (Nlercury-Mars-Venus-.ltrpiter) in the
top section day sequences which introduce each
page and in emphasized numbers.

(U) This section of the report will present evi-
dence of the existence and placernent of a sbrth

serpent on the missing last page of the la-v:otrt and
el'idence of its probable function as a mechanism
of the computer that can be described as "anchor-
man" in a serpentine chain of indicators of the
synodical revolutions of the fotrr planets involved.

(U) Imposed on the Ahau-Eb-Kan-Cib-l,amat
and the Oc-Ik-Ix-Cimi-Etznab grids of the com-

rep seerpr//eemNr//REr reTI B6-36
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puter, each serpent is seen to intersect it at fotrr
points. The days involved are lk, Eb, Cimi, Cib,
Lamat, and Etznab. A frequency table of these
intersections shows that Ik and Eb appear fotrr
times each, while the others appear only three
times. Thus the addition of a sequence Cimi-Cib-
Lamat-Etznab would reestablish the calendric sym-
metry of the "pl'ocession," with each day appearing
fotrr times, and placed exactly on the missing page
in a prescribed position. Two cross check of this
reasoning are provided by the symmetry in the
total ntrmber of days reached by cotrnting between
the points of intersection of each serpent, and in
the symmetry of the directions in which the ser-
pents face. After trial of mtrltiple possibilities, a

significant total of days between intersections was
achieved by counting fi'om tail to head. This infor-
mation is strmmarized in the following chart (S =
serpent).

(U) The fir'e visible serpents are positioned in
strch an exact mannel', mathematically and geo -
metrically, that theil' l'elevance and probable frrnc-
tion as a mechanism of the comprter cannot be

overlooked. Consider also the directional facing
of the serpents. The first two face left, the second
two face right, and the fifth faces left again, but in
reversed fashion. The head is at the top and the

body loops at the bottom. The other for heads are at
the bottom and the body loops at the top.

(U) The overall pattern can be maintained by
placing the sbrth serpent in the position indicated
by the mathematical and geometric symmetly, fac-
ing left like the fifth serpent, on the grid g Cimi-g
Cib-6 Lamat-6Etznab. Note that this positioning of
the sixth serpent produces, like the fifth, a total of
452 days between grid intersections. Furthermol'e,
it achieves a third identical pair in opposition
to the "twin" pair initiating he procession. Very
importantly, the day r Ahau, when the Venus cycle
begins, is now seen to occupy a central position
between the second and third pairs, as a functional
element in the "procession." This is equal to ten
Tsolkins. With the sixth serpent in this position,
a relation of the serpents to the synodical revoltr-
tions of Mercury, Mars, Venus, and Jtrpiter can be
presented .

(L, Reuclout qf the Solrrr Culenrlar

(U) A solar calendar of 365 days can be reacl

from each vertical coltrmn of the table. The fotrr
days in each coltrmn are ntrmbered vertically in
four cycles of r-ry, for a total of rB,9Bo days or 52
years. The cottnt between each day is g6S (tS x 4 =

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. 86-36

(Lr) Dcrys betttteen points o.f intersectfon

^.-1b

I
,l/
;I

4

5

6

7tk
13 Lamat
5 Lamat
ltk

12 Cih

I Cimi

i Et)

l3 Etunah

5 Etznah

tHb
12 Cimi
s cib

6 Cimi
T2 Eh

I Cimi
6Eh
S Etznab

6 Lamat

'fotal

[]ays

Btwn
s cib 454

12 Ik 454

I Cib 328

6 Ik 460

9 Larnat 452

6 Btznab 452

ilays
lltwn

lllCt

r30

130

l Sti

1;lu

130

Days

Btwn

r94

194

168

?00

Lg?

132

Days

Btwn

130

1;10

130

130

130

130
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52 52 x 365 = 18, 9Bo). Using the first column of
the table as an example, we find that the sequence
of numerical coefficients wotrld be as shown in fig-
rure B below.

(U) Between r Imix and z Cimi are g6S days.
Between 2 Cimi and 3 Chuen are g6S days, and
so on until the sequence repeats itself again with r
Imix, each vertical column of days is actually a per-
petual calendar. This vertical numbering system
can be applied to any column in the table or it can
be applied across the entire table as seen in figtrre
9 on the following page.

(U) A solar calendar of S6S days nattrrally

(L!) Fig. ; Excrntple of httersection (Serpent rlrrrrrber g)

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. B6-36

(Lr) Fig. r Exan4tle of intersectdorr (Setltent nrrrrrber S)

reqtrires correetion. The Ma.ya are credited with a
system of corrections that brought their solar cal -

endar to an accrlracy of g6S .242c.. Gregorian accu-
racy is g6S.250. Acttral length off the tropical year
is g6S .2422. The Maya Solar calendar is therefore
ntore acclrrate than ours, andjust as the Gregorian
Calendar adds one year in fotu, 3 leap year correc-
tion is inherentin theMaya astronomical computer.
For example, the interval betrveen + Cib and t Imix,
in the first column, is 365, and the progression con-
tintres withotrt correction. But, if we add J66 days

to 4 Cib (a leap year correction), we arrive at 6 Ik in
the second column. Thus, when desil'ed, the priests
could make a correction vistrally by simply increas-
ing the numerical coefficient of the first date in each

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

Imix 1 F
D 9 13 4 I t2 3 7 11 2 6 10 t

Cimi 2 6 1() 1 F
D 9 13 4 I t2 3 7 11

Chuen 3 7 11 2 6 10 1 7c 9 13 4 8 t2
cib 4 I L2 3 7 11 D- 6 10 1 -b 9 13
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coltrmn by one. The original ntrmbers heading each
coltrmn (r-5-9-13, etc.) are retained, horvever, to
preserve the cyclical nattrre of the table, jtrst as we
add one day evety fotrr years withotrt disturbing
the rest of the ealendar. This method of keeping
the Solar Calendar in good order also permits a

shift to the next coltrmn in the chaft. The calendar,
correeted by leap years, can thus progress ,Cown the
65 collrmns of the table, throtrgh the z6o positions
of the Tsolkin.

(U) The last position on the chart is 13 Ahau.
Adding 366 days to Ahatr brings us to z Cimi, the
second day in the first coltrmn. The count then
begins again for another z6o-year cycle corrected
by leap years (S6S x 3 = 1095+366 = L46t x 65 =
94,965 l365.2420 = 26c..0057 years).

(L:) Rerrrlout qf Dther Plu rrets

(U) Although some researchers believe that the
tables on pages ++b-+Sb and Sg of the Dresden
Codex are related to the synodical cycles of
Merctrry, Mars, .f trpiter, or Sattrrn, the isstre is con-
troversial. Without taking sides, we note that such
information wotrld have been of use to the Maya-
astronomer priests in their obsession to pinpoint

fOP rerrr//eeUtrgf: l nC- fe

(U) Fig. g Pt'ogre.s.sdrr e Ltet'.tical nrntr beting .sy.stent

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

major celestial events in the circle of time.
Conjunctions would be in this categow. They are

spectactrlar to obsen/e, and cotrld not have been
passed trnnoticed by priests.

(U) There are hieroglyphs that have been equat-
ed with the four planets, other than Ventrs, which
are also visible to the naked eye. Conjunctions, or
the order of procession, are possibilities for these
groupings with Venus and each other that appear
so many times in the three codices. Btrt of all the
planets visible to the naked eye , Venus is the only
one that seems to have rated tables for accurate
prediction of the major events in its synodical cycle,
i.e., appearances as morning and evening star, and
disappearances in superior and inferior conjunc -

tion with the sun. While acknowledging this, can

we at least credit the Maya with the capability of
cotrnting otrt the synodical revoltrtions of the four
other planets and predicting conjunctions with
Ventm and each other?

(U) It can be shown that the priests cotrld
accomplish this easily and visually, on their astro -

nomical computer. To demonstrate this capability,
we must first reconstrtrct the grand cycles of each of
the four other planets. This can be done trsing the
Maya technique, that is, by charting the synodical

B6-36
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revolution of each from a starting duy, and then
continuing around the z6o day ritual calendar trntil
the beginning day is reached again, and the entire
cyele repeats ad infinitum.

(U) The Maya tised only whole numbers in
their calendar, achieving phenomenal accuracy
throtrgh correction systems. The Venus calendar
in the Dresden codex, for example, is based on
the nearest whole numbel of SB4 days; the actual
figure is SBg.g2og days. The following t'econstnlc-
tions of synodical patterns for the fotrr other plan-
ets are therefore, similarly based on the nearest
integer. Obviously, any numerical interval can be
plotted in a regular pattern on the 4-line layotrt of
Tsolkin. Our concern here is to plot the patterns of
the inten'als related to the planetary revoltrtions.

(L;1 X'IercurlJ

(U) As previously noted, the S8+-day synodi -

cal revolution of Venus can be read in the order of
successive revolttions by ntrmbering 1-13 across

the entire table, left to right, and then counting
down the diagonals in interrals of SB+ days. The
diagonals are connected from the bottom line to
the top line.

(U) The synodical revolution of Mereury (rt6
days) cAn be read along the same diagonals in the
correct numerical sequence by reversing the num -

bering and reading systems. That is, nrrmbering
r-13 fi'om the opposite direetion, right to left, and
then counting up the diagonals, produces the inter-
val of tt6 days. The diagonals connect from the top
line to the bottom line to produce the serpentine
pattern in numerical sequence revolutions, L,2, 3,
4, etc.

(U) Since we are trsing Venus diagonals, the
Mercury cycle wotrlcl also take 65 revoltrtions to
come back to the same day (116 x 65 = 7,54o days).
Dividing by g6S days, w€ get a cycle of zo.6575
years. The ltrb, or beginning duy, of the Mercury
calendar is not certain; 13 Cib was selected arbi -
trarily to illtrstrate development of the cycle.

Planet
Merctrry

Venus

Mars

.f trpiter

Sattrrn

Acttral
Synodical

Revolution
115.BZZ+

583.92o9

ng.9363
398.8846
g7B.ogtg

Nearest
Integer

tt6
584

78o

399

378

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. B6-36

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

(L't) Fig. to Tgpical.segrnent of reconstructe<I Grand Cycle of Mercuty
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(LT) The synodical revolution of Jtrpiter (Sgg

days) can be arrived at on the chart by numbering
the 65 cohrmns in the sequence, left to right, 1-S-9-
13-4-8 -L2-B-7-Lr-2-6-ro, and contintring r-S-9, etc.
The 399-day intervals are then counted off, right to
left, moving jtrst one position for each revolution.

(U) The numbering sequence for the columns
is the same as that for cotrnting out the solar calen-
dar, with a modification. The ntrmber at the head of
each coltrmn applies to each of the fotrr days in 'the

column. rather than just to the top line.

(U) The successive revolutions are read from
right to left, bottom line first and then progressing
to the top line. first glyph, r Imix. The table then
repeats. Again, the lub is not certain; so the begin-
ning day cotrld be anyruhere in the ehart, but the
method of reading the cyele remains the salne.

(U) There is nothing unustral about reading
a Maya table in this manner, from lower right to
top left. There are several examples of this way of
reading tables in the codices. Counting ggg days in
this manner produces a shift ofjust one position, to
the left. Since we are shifting only one position per
revolution, it wotrld therefore take z6o revoltrtions

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

to return to the starting point 399 xz6o = 1o3,74o
days. Dividing by 365, we obtain a cycle of zB4 .2L92
years.

(Ll) Sof rr I'rr

(U) The synodical revolttion of Saturn (SZB

days) can be patterned on the chart by reversing
the numbering system of Jupiter to right to left,
which prodtrces the desired SZB days. The pattern,
as shown, results in a rnore extended diagonal than
the one for Venus, but the numerical succession of
revolutions of is still in perfect order, 1-130, dotrble
the 65 revolutions of the Venus cyc.le.

(U) As mentioned, the lubs, or starting dates

for the four "other" planets are in dispute. The
proposed planetary cycles in the Dresden eodex

offer two. The ltrb of the table on pages 44b-+gb is

3 Lamat, and the one on page 59 is 13 Mtrltrc. Both
tables are multiples of 78 and 7Bo; 13 Multrc was

picked arbitrarily as a starting day simply to illtrs -
trate reconstruction of a Maya cycle of synodical
revoltrtions of Satul'n.

(U) With 13 Mtrltrc as the ltrb, a set of ten named
days appears, in this succession: Mtrluc, Manik,

fef Sg€'l*,T/r'eenfifru//REf fe-t I

(U) Fig. tt Tyltical segnwlf ofreconsttucted Grcurd Cycle of ,Iuqtiter

(Li) Jtrltiter

B6-36
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Chicch?tr, Akbal, Imix, Cauac, Caban, Men, Ben,
Chtren, and then again N{trluc, Manik, etc. If g
Lamat is the ltrb, a set of the other ten named days
in the zo-day calendar would appear: Larnat, Cimi,
Kan, Ik, Ahau, Etznab, Cib, fX, Oc, and then again
Lamat, Ciffii, etc.

(u)The sequence of the ten days repeats $
times trntil 13o revoltrtions are completed, and the
starting point is reached for a repetitive cycle of
134.6301 years.

(Lt) ilfru,s

(U) The Z8o-day s-y-nodical revolution of Mars is
the easiest of all to comptrte vistrally on the chaft,
and the hardest of all to extrapolate into a cycle.
Since we are counting in a z6o-day calendar, and
z6o x 3 = 7Bo, we simply ring the computer regis-
ter three times, and come back to the same day we

started with. We do not know the lub of the Mars
calendar for certain, btrt whatever day it hrrns out
to be, it wotrld apparently remain a constant, That
wotrld leave us with a one-day calendar, not a likely
possibility. Patently, fi.rrther sttrdy is reqtrired.

(U) In a final note on the cycles of "the other
planets," it can be seen that none of the four pro-

duces a grand cycle that is a whole number. Only
Ventrs prodtrces a whole ntrmber when g7,96c, the
ntrrnber of days in its grand cycle, is divided by 365.
The whole ntrmber is exactly Lo4 years.

((t) Rectrlout qfS'olrn' Eclipse$

(U) Pages S1-SB of the Dresden Codex provide
a repetitive lunar calendar of rr,96o days, consist-
ing of 4oS months divided into 69 groups of t77,
L7B, and 148 days. The calendar is considered to
be a table of new moons for prediction of solar
eclipses, and is accurate to the third decimal place
(tt,g6o I +oS = 29.53o864). the acttral length of a
Itrnation by modern astronomy is z9.5goSBB. Also,
rr,96o l6g - L75.3333. The paths of the moon and
the sun cross every L77.BL days (the Node).

(U) The 69 groups of days given in Dresden are

shown in table 2 on the following page. On these
days, solar eclipses can occur as the new moons
pass between the earth and sun. The ntrmber of
days in each group is given, and the groups are

numbered L-69 for plotting and reference pur-
poses. The ltrb of the calendar (beginning duy) is
12 Lamat.

(U) Charting the three intervals of L77,L78, and

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. B6-36

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. 86-36

u 1I0 t1

h;rl;i tf[1;l L
[ 'ti;* r r--r-i

(U) Fig. ts Tgqtical segnrent of reconstructed Grand Cgcle o;f.Scrhrr?l
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(Lr) Tsble z Solsr eclipse table (Dre.sclen Codex, pages 5t-58)

(b)
(b)

(1)
(3)-P.L. B6-36

Eclipse Date
ays

Between
Eclipse Date_ --Y"t*

l. 1.2

2.7
3.2
4.7
5.2
6. 10

7, 5

8. 1

g.g
10, 4

11. L2

L2, 7

I"3. 2

14. 7

15. 3

16, 11

Ll . 6

18, 1

19. g

20. I
21. g

22. 4

23. L2

24. I
25. 3

26, 11

27. 3

28. 11

29. 6

30. 2

31. 10

32, 5

33. 13

34. I
35. 3

Larnat
Chicchan
Ilr
Oc
Manik
Kan
Imix
Cauac
cib
Ben
Oc
Manik
Kan
Eb
Oc

Manik
Kan
Imix
Etznab
Cimi
Akbal
Ahau
Caban
Men
Eb
Muluc
Caban
Ix
Chuen
Muluc
Cimi
Akbal
Ahau
Caban
Ix

177

177

148

L77

L77

177

178

r77
L77

L77

L77

L77

148

178

177

177

177

L77

148

177

177

177

178

177

177

148

177

L77

178

177

L77

177

L77

177

177

36. 11 Chuen
37. 3 Cauac
38, LZ Caban
39, 7 Ix
40. 2 Chuen
41. t0 Lamat
42. 5 Chicchan
43. 10 Ben
44. 5 Oc
45. 13 Manik
46. I Kan
47. 3 Imix
48. 11 Etznab
.19. 6 Men
50. lt Akbal
51. 6 Ahau
52. I Caban
53. 10 Men
54. 5 Eb
55, 13 Muluc
56. 8 Cimi
57. 3 Akbal
58. 11 Ahau
59. 3 Lamat
60. 11 Chicchan
61. 7 Akbal
62. 2 Ahau
63, 10 Caban
64. 5 Ix
65. 13 Chuen
66. 5 Cauac
67. 13 cib
68. I Ben
69. 3 Oc

L2 Lamat

148

178

L77

L77

r77
177

148

L77

L77

L77

L77

L77

L77

148

177

177

178

L77

L77

17i
L77

177

148

177

1?8

177

L77

L77

L77

148

L77

177

L',l7

178

(b)
(b)
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(ti) Fig, I T;Jpfc:al segntent

148 in a regtrlar pattern on the totrr-line chart posed

an interesting problem. In the case of the planets,
the sun, and the seasons, only regularly spaced
intervals are involved. After experimentation with
many permutations of the data, the Jtrpiter pattern
finally provided the clue to a "consistency of the
inconsistencies" of the solar eclipse calendar. fu
previotrsly shown, the 399-day interval of ,lupiter's
synodical cycle can be plotted horizontally, right to
left. If the eclipses are plotted horizontally right to
left, then the intervals of r4B selve as connecting
diagonals, also in proper sequence. Along the lines,
the inten als of tV are two spaces apart, and the
intervals of LTB are one space apart. The pattern

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L.

of solcn' ecltps e pctttern

continues across the table with the lines changing
each time the t48-day inten'al occurs (nine time
each cycle).

(U) The cycle of u,98o days, when charted
in this w?y, is apparently repetitive only after 13

sequences of re lamat to rz Lamat are completed,
a total of r55,48o days or grand cycle of almost 426
years. Each of the 13 cycles begins at a Lamat on

the 4-line chaft. Since there are zo named da-v"s in
the Tsolkin calendar, a Lamat appears in every fifth
coltrmn. The progression is left to right.

(U) Beginning with the rz Lamat in coltrmn 38,

86-36

(U) Fig. t4 Progn?.s.sdon qf rS cltcles of.solcr eclip.sc

It-

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. 86-36
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the progression continues throtrgh the 13 cycles
trntil it reaches the beginning rz Lamat point in col-
umn 38 once more. The grand eycle then repeats.
ad infinittrrn.

((T) Recdout qf Erllrfno.yes ctnd Solsficres

(U) The average cotrnt between the seasons is

91.31 days. Since the Maya mathematicians and
astronomers dealt only in whole numbers so far
as we know, a pattern of 9r da.ys was sotrght and
applied to the computer.

(U) It was found that a regular spacing of 9r
between days was achieved by a serpentine pat -
tern formed by mouing from any space, up two
ro\rys, and over one, then down two rows and over
one. The count is based on a constant ntrmerical
coefficient for each da.y. The constant cotrld be any
ntrmber t-13.

(U) The solid line M pattern continues to the
end of the chart, and then moves up a row (shown
in dotted lines), thus invoh'ing evety day in the
Tsolkin. This prodtrces an unending cotrnt of 9r
between each day. The converse (a W pattern) also
produces a pattern of 9r in the same sequence of
days.

The succession of days in the gr-day pattern is as

follows: Cib, Manik, Etznab, Mtrltrc, Ahau, Chuen,
Ik, Ben, Kan, Men, Cimi, Caban, Lamat, Cauac, Oc,

Imix, Eb, Akbal, k, Chicch&tr, and then back to
Cib. This appears to be a repetitive cycle of season

bearers. The cycle totals t,Bzo days, or 4.gB years.
A sequence of days in this orCer is given in a mtrlti-
plication table of 9r in Dresd€tr, pages 6S-6+. Other
tables of 9r are given in Dresden, pages 31a-32a
and page 45a.

(U) The sequence of eqtrinoxes and solstices
can be plotted on the pattern, beginning at any
particular point in the Tsolkin and returning to
that point, to begin again in a perpettral e.-v*cle. Any
given sequence in the pattern can be placed into
a time frame once a Maya date has been keyed to
a known equinox or solstice. For example: there
was a fall eqtrinox on September 25, t48o. This
day eqttates to the Maya calendar rotrnd date of
6Ahau SZip, according to Goodman-Thompson-
Martinez- Hernandez con'elation. The sequence of
seasons beginning with this Tsolkin day of 6 Ahatr
can be plotted on the pattern, using the constant
coefficient of six.

(U) Of coul'se,a correctionsystem mrstbe intt'o-

(b) (1)
(b) (3)-P.L. B5-36

(U) Fig. tS TApfccrl segntent of gt-dag pattetn
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dtrced to keep the patteln in step with reality (9r x
4 =364 x 4 = L,456 days). The acttral cottnt, trsing
the Maya solar year is 4.968o days for the four-year
period. The simple addition of five days every four
years wotrld therefore provide acceptable accuraey
over a short period in which the cumtrlative error
wotrld not exceed one da.y.

(u) ltwotrld not be characteristic of the Maya
to settle for such a short term colrection. The com-
plete system must eon'ect ctrmulative et'ror over the
centuries. This problem is still under study.

(Li) lrttett"r'elat ittg lJot'iz,antul rmd Verticrrl
rVtr ntber l'ilf, .$.rrt^sf rlrr

(U) It will be recalled that our computer comes
rvith no numerical coefficients attached. This per-
mits flexibility in ntrmbering vertically as well as

horizontally, as long as one is the reciprocal of the
other. The alternate ntrmbering systems suggested

for the computer qualify in this respect. The hori -

zontal system restrlts in identical numbers down
each column and 1-13 across. The vertical system
restrlts in identical numbers across each of the fotrr
lines, and 1-13 clown each coltrmn. Since the Venus

calendar is programmed on the horizontal system
of numbering, and the Solar', Eclipse and Equinox
and Solstice Calendars are programmed on the
vertical system, horv is any interrelation possible?

Quite simply. Any day numbered in the vertical
s.ystem is identical to it its horizontally numbered
counterpart. For example: from r Imix to z Cimi
in the veftical system are g6S days. Counting g6S

days horizontally from r Imix also leads to z Cimi.

(U) What a quick and convenient way to cotrnt
out g6S days is provided by the veftical system.
.ltrst one space down. And, by skipping over to the
horizontal equivalent, any day can be immediately
related to the Venus calendar. In the same woy,

an eclipse, an equinox, or a solstice can be vistrally
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related to the venus calendar, if any days coincicle.

(u) To the Maya, venus was the center of a
calendric trniverse, with its family of calenclars
revoh'ing arotrnd it on the same plane. That plane
was the z6o-day Tsolkin, a marvelous common
bond that helc the calendric system together, a
common language that the family of calendars all
spoke. For example:

73'fsolkin-r8,98o clays frrr. 5z yeal.s

t46 T,solkin-S7,g6o davs or 1o4 yeat..s (6S
Venu.s cvcle-s)

3 Tsolkin-Z8o da},'s (one s1'nodical r.evoltr-
tion of Nlars)

and so on, in mtrltiples to eternity.

(u) It was in this z6o-day calendar that the
Maya recorded the eternal, cyelical clock they
found in the sk.y. Perhaps it was rryith the aicl of
the vistral astronomical comptrter described in this
report that the Maya astronomer-priests achieved
their mastery of the calendric art.

*The present arrticle is er rer-ised and expandecl version clf the
Original report in hto part.s: "The Marf ir L-alenclirr Decrocled,"

Museunt, vcrl. 7, Nr. (r (Nor-ember tgT|), (r-l;3,ancl *six

Serpents: [)icl thel- F'unctir.nr as ( lcxnputer lMirchi-urisnr'/," Ibicl.,
V rl. 7, No. 7 (Decenrber l97ir), 24-:-J:_1.
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